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CHAPTER I
Introduction
A. SHORT HISTORY OF THE SILVER INDUSTRY
The exact time and date of the use of table utensils is not
known but it is known that sooner or later fingers proved inadequate
and thus primitive man developed implements and utensils. Some of the
things made today by the silver industry are modifications of similar
articles previously made in stone, wood, shell, pottery, bronze and
other material.
The making of silverware was limited in its scope until the
18th century as the price of solid silver prohibited its use to the
average wage earner. During this period however the invention of a
process to fuse sterling silver on copper making an attractive metal
and the development of electroplating gave to us silverplated wares
as they are known today.
The discovery of these new processes no longer confined the
industry to the making of silverware for the rich but revolutionized
the entire industry and made silverware available to millions of people
and with it the growth and expansion of the silver industry.
1. Classes of Products
Manufacturers of silverware do not restrict themselves to the
manufacturing of a particular type of silverware but engage in making

Themore than one type of product both in sterling and plated v/are,
various classes of products manufactured in the silver industry today
by most concerns from sterling and plated -ware are:
Sterling Hollowware
Sterling Flatware and Cutlery
Plated Hollowware
Commercial
Hotel
Plated Flatware and Cutlery
Commercial
Hotel
Items made of sterling must conform to the sterling standard
which is recognized throughout the world and which standard was
established in the United States during the 19th century. That stand-
ard is: 925/1000 parts, or 92^ pure (fine) silver and 75/1000, or
l^/o pure copper. The function of the copper added to the fine silver
is to provide strength and durability.
Plated ware means any base metal plated with silver. In the
modern plated ware two base metals are commonly used. The first is
called German Silver or Nickel Silver which is composed of nickel,
copper, and zinc and has the characteristics of being hard, enduring
and Indestructible. The second base metal is White Metal, popularly
known as Brittania Ware and consists of tin, antimony and copper.
Items classified as flatware are those items which when made
are flat in appearance such as spoons and forks, hollowware items
consists of such pieces as bowls, centerpieces, bon bon dishes and

4sandwich plates and have a hollow appearance when produced while cutlery
consists of items which have hollow handles such as knives and some
serving pieces*
Extensive items in the various lines are produced by the
great majority of manufacturers of both flatware and hollowware. The
number of flatware patterns vary from 3 to 26 among manufacturers in
the silver industry and each pattern consists of from 25 to 30 items in
each pattern* In hollowware from 25 different styles composed of bon
bon dishes, sandwich plates, bowls, and tea sets to over 400 separate
items* One manufacturer including the items made in both sterling and
plate produces over 3000 different items*
2* Type of Process
In the manufacturing of sterling and plated silverware the
process consists of a series of operations until the completed product
is finished. It is a continuous flow from raw materials to finished
goods without interruption and through a series of operations in a
distinct cycle the product is completed* Where certain styles consist
of separate and distinct processes needed to make the final product and
each process is dependent upon the others and contributes to a completed
finished product then the process is intermittent, such as, a coffee pot
which has fifty-five separate and distinct operations*
All patterns in flatware and styles in hollowware except those
which are made to order to meet individual customer’s needs are repetitive

as they are made exaotly the same each time they are undertaken.
As the processes used in the silver industry as a rule are
continuous and repetitive it is necessary to plan carefully in advance
to keep the various departments working steadily on what is needed most,
to see that raw materials are available as required and control the
finished goods inventory. Each of these processes creates special
problems and demands requiring application of different skills, use of
machines, and organizing men and materials to fulfill the particular
situations which the concern is confronted in the manufacturing of its
products.
B. MEED FOR FLAMMING AMD CONTROL
1. Seasonal Variations
The sales of products manufactured by the silver industry
varies through the year and in order to be in a position to meet this
seasonal variation the result has been high and low periods of
inventories. Such seasonal variations unless controlled and production
planned in accordance with these variations will result in unbalanced
inventories.
In order that production can be level throughout the year
seasonal variations must be determined in order to provide adequate
customer service. It is necessary that inventories and production be
planned so as to build or lower the required inventory in anticipation
of the change in the cycle brought about by such variations in sales.

To show how seasonal variations are reflected in shipments by
the silver industry the period from 1924 to 1941 inclusive has been
taken in Table 1 to show the average percentage shipment of each period
to the total sales for the period.
The years 1924-1941 were taken because of the abnormal nature
of business during the war years and the years following so that it is
necessary to go back to prewar experience to derive the proper seasonal
variations.
SILVERSMITHS’ GUILD SHIPMENTS*
\
Flatware Hollowware
1924-1941 incl. 1924-1941 incl.
Percentage of Percentage of
Annual Shipments Annual Shipments
Month By Months By Months
Jan. 6.8 5.1
Feb. 6.4 6.4
Mar . 6.6 7.4
Apr. 7.2 8.2
May 7.8 8.4
Jme 7.6 7.7
July 5.1 3.8
Aug. 6.6 6.1
Sept. 9.4 11.1
Oct. 10.1 12.6
Nov. 10.5 10.8
Dec. 16.1 12.4
100. C$ 100.0^
* Silversmiths'1 Guild Reports
Table 1 Average Seasonal Variations of Flatware and
Hollowware Shipments 1924-1941 inclusive.
From Table 1 we are able to determine where the high and low-
points of shipments are: in December the peak shipments are made in
flatware while in October the peak shipments are made in hollowware ;
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the low point for both flatware and hollowware shipments is in July.
The sum of these percentages for each period is equal to 100^*
2. Complexity of Manufacturing
Due to the specialization of production the silver industry
is confronted with a problem of coordination because efficient manu-
facturing is not attained by various individuals working on their own
initiative but brought about by management through the establishment of
a definite plan.
Since the products manufactured by the silver industry are
made for stock it is necessary that requirements in the various types
of products and styles in the industry be anticipated, and as a result
of continually changing demand the task of planning is difficult.
Manufacturers must also be aggressive in meeting style and design
changes in their products and consumer reactions to them by taking the
initiative to hold their customers and not be a "follow the leader".
These changes and seasonal fluctuations create a problem for the
manufacturer which can only be solved by planning and control.
An additional factor which helps to complicate the manufactvr ing
of silverware and which most people do not realize is the fact that a
great amount of labor is still performed on various types of products
by hand which makes them a thing of beauty but production cannot meet
demand because of the human element that enters into their fabrication.

8Another factor that complicates manufacturing is the increased time
interval since prewar days between the purchase of raw materials and final
sale of the finished product* Other factors are the number of pants in
the finished product, the number of operations on each part, the numerous
customers orders which have specific delivery dates, and the necessity
for work to be performed in one department, such as polishing a pieoe
of silverware, before additional work can be performed in the next
department, such as finishing the same piece of silverware.
3. Approach to the Problem
The approach to the systems used in the planning and control
of their production varies with the individual requirements of the
different concerns in the industry. All companies in the silver industry
employ a system to plan and control their manufacturing but the great
difficulty is that many of these systems are not complete in their
control but limited to various phases of the process. The success of
any system of planning and control is not only dependent upon the
coordination of all activities and the individuals charged with the
responsibility of attaining this control but also upon the initiative
of management in seeing that the system used accomplishes its purpose.
In many cases such management responsibilities as the fore-
casting of sales and determination of production schedules have become
the responsibility of subordinates who are required to do the job.
Additional difficulties are also encountered from the overlapping of

control responsibilities with the result very often that the person
responsible for a particular task is not doing it or it is being per-
formed by someone else* Such actions as this shows the absence of any
system and a definite need for a well defined system of planning and
control as a guide in determining responsibilities and requirements of
the various departments.
Not all manufacturers are guilty of these conditions and
problems as a number of manufacturers in the silver industry have well
defined systems and divisions of responsibilities which have resulted
in their attaining greater turnover, low inventories, service to their
customers, increased profits and excellent coordination in all phases
of manufacturing*
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CHAPTER' II
Coordinating Production With Sales
A. STABILIZING PRODUCTION
1. Sales Forecasting
In the planning and control of production the sales foreoast
is of paramount importance. Production departments have found that a
reasonably reliable forecast of sales makes it possible for the factory
to stabilize employment over the year and to so schedule work as to
achieve capacity use of plant and equipment. This is of particular
importance because of the seasonal variation in sales as was pointed
out in Chapter I. Without a sales forecast the process of decreasing
and increasing the labor force of the factory as demand for the products
warrants is a costly one as it results in decreased efficiency on the
part of the workers, overtime which is always expensive and in many
cases the overdevelopment of the plant facilities to meet peak seasonal
demands
•
Sales forecasting in the silver industry can also help to
control the finished goods inventory. Inventories in the silver
industry are manufactured for stock and during the period since the war
they have usually been at the lowest point vhen demand was at the peak
and at the highest point when demand had decreased. A situation such
as this has resulted in many companies being unable to fill orders at
the peak of demand, the loss of potential income and excessive carrying

charges during slack periods on inventories. The sales forecast helps
this condition by enabling the factory to level production throughout
the entire year and not be influenced by changes due to seasonal
variations. Inventory in times of increased demand may be kept high
enough to provide adequate customer service and production regulated to
allow inventories to be at an operating minimum when the slack periods
occur. From a low point inventories could gradually be increased in
anticipation for the cyclical change in the seasonal variation. This
system by means of a sales forecast enables production to be leveled
out, to control finished goods inventories and retain valuable and
trained workers*
2. Measuring of Seasonal Tendencies
In Table 1 the seasonal variations in sales and shipments of
the silver industry from month to month were shown. It is necessary,
therefore, that inventories of the various products produced be
adjusted in anticipation of these variations of sales.
To determine what effect these seasonal variations have on
production of the various products and the necessity of raising or
lowering inventories it is necessary, first, to make a sales forecast
for each product as to what is expected to be sold for a definite
period of time such as a year, and, second, to determine what amount
will be sold of each product each month.
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At present in order to determine the proper seasonal indexes
it is necessary to take the period prior to World War II. The seasonal
variations in sales for each product is then obtained by taking the sales
for each month and finding the percentage relationship it has to the
total sales for each product during that period. An example of this
procedure would be as follows: the total sales for sterling hollowware
in one company for the period 1936-1940 inclusive amounted to
approximately 453,672 pieces and for the month of September during the
same period 42,161 pieces, so the percentage relationship of sales
during this one month accounted for 9.3?o of the sales for the entire
period of 1936-1940 inclusive. By computing the percentage relation-
ship of each of the other months to the total sales for the entire
period the seasonal indexes for each month is determined. In arriving
at the seasonal variation in sales by products it is best to base it
upon five past years sales experience and where necessary to make
adjustments in eliminating errors in the seasonal caused by unusual
conditions in those years.
Once the seasonal variations in sales has been obtained for
each month by class of product and the sales forecast has been made for
each product then the forecast for each month as effected by the
seasonal variation can be obtained. This is determined for each product
by applying against the forecast the seasonal indexes for each month
and in this manner obtain the forecast for each month. An example of
this is as follows: the sales forecast for sterling hollowware during
1949 is 104,000 pieces, in order to determine what amount is estimated
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for the month of October 10*5$ of the total yearly estimated sales
which percentage is the seasonal for that month and arrived at as
previously explained, equals 10,920 pieces and is the estimated fore-
cast for October as reflected by the seasonal.
3. Determining Production Levels
When the seasonal variations in sales have been determined
and applied to the sales forecast for each class of product to be
manufactured the sales forecast is then converted by the production
department into terms of man hours, raw material, plant capacity and
other requirements necessary to manufacture the products forecasted.
In order not to be working "short-time” part of the year and
over-time the other part due to the seasonal variation in the sale of
products manufactured by the silver industry it is necessary that
production be planned so as to accumulate goods during the low period
of sales in anticipation of the greater demand during other periods of
the year.
To illustrate the principle upon which production is established
to accumulate stocks in advance of seasonal sales Chart I has been
prepared. This is not an actual working chart but does give in graphic
form the factors which are considered. The solid black line shows the
normal seasonal variations for each month in the sales of product "B"
of the Fine Silver Company. The broken black line shows the production
schedule which determines the employment level and plant requirements

for the year. This schedule gives a straight line production that
includes allowances for holidays and vacations -which change the volume
of production for a period but the monthly rate remains the same
throughout the year. Chart I also shows by the solid blue line the
accumulation of stock as a result of straight line production in
anticipation of the seasonal variation in sales the last five months
of the year.
4. Control of Stock Levels
The amount of stock to be carried at all times of the
year is a problem that confronts all companies in the silver industry.
As shown in Chart I the minimum stock will come at the point when the
sales rate drops below the production rate while the stock builds up
until it reaches a maximum in the interval following until the selling
rate exceeds the production rate. In Chart I the sales fall below
production in January and exceeds production in September. The solid
blue line shows the accumulation of stock which reaches a maximum of
13^ of the years supply in August.
Even though the sale of items manufactured in the silver
industry are seasonal and stocks are accumulated in advance of the
increased demand the latter part of each year, the manufacturer re-
gardless of the position of inventories in relation to the forecast and
schedule must maintain a normal stock supply in all items because
retailers when ordering expect prompt delivery and the manufacturer must
be in a position to ship directly from stock.

PRODUCT 11 B"
FINE SILVER COMPANY
SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN SALES AND STOCK
In addition to the seasonal fluctuations there are additional
variations daily and from week to week and stabilization is maintained
by producing steadily and having the stock absorb these variations in
sales. It must be pointed out that the normal function of a stock
either finished or in process of manufacture is to serve as a supply
cushion to meet variations in sales requirements. This function of
stocks is overlooked many times and the general rule is to consider a
definite stock figure as normal and place production orders to maintain
this level. In Chart II is illustrated the use of inventory to absorb
the shock of widely fluctuating sales while maintaining a steady flow
of production. The finished goods inventory will expand or contract
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depending upon the amount of sales however the same production rate is
maintained regardless of the amount of sales and the effect of increased
sales is a lessening of the stock and not an increase in production.
CUSHIONING PRODUCTION
CHART II
To help absorb these fluctuations in sales minimum and
maximum stock levels are also maintained some distance from the normal.
From the normal stock figure in Chart I minimum and maximum quantities
of Zb% above and below normal are determined and as a result
stabilization is maintained by the operation of these minimum and
maximum stock levels.
The need for production stabilization in the silver industry
due to seasonal variations has been discussed however stabilization it-
self is obtained by, l) accurate sales forecasts, 2) determining seasonal
tendencies, 3) maintaining normal stock levels through continuous

revision and 4) absorbing fluctuations in sales through the establishment
of minimum and maximum stock limits.
The maintaining of a normal stock in the silver industry is
a necessity and it cannot be too little or too much as costs can exceed
potential savings. The costs of having too little or too much can best
be shown as illustrated in Chart III. Every effort should be made to
maintain normal stocks and although the methods might differ the results
will be beneficial.
COST OF INVENTORY
Too little
Too Many Stock Outs
I 1. Costly waiting time
$ 2. Uneconomical runs
$ 3. Rescheduling & expediting
$ 4. Notifying of delays -
customer complaints
Too Much
More Than is Needed
1. Additional interest $
in money
2. Wasteful depreciation $
3. Greater insurance cost |
4. Extra storage space $
$ 5. Loss of good-will -
loss of business
5.
Greater cost of records $
$
6.
Extra cost for handling $
CHART III

B. RELATIONSHIP OF PRODUCTION TO SALES
1. Information and Status of Customers’ Orders
The production department secures its information as to
expected customer requirements from the sales forecast made by the sales
department for its various classes of products* This information is
then used by the production department to plan and establish its
objectives in order to meet the sales forecast and maintain normal stocks*
In making this plan the production department endeavors to carry out the
desires of the sales department pertaining to customers’ service in so
far as it is practicable.
Through production control the production department is able
to provide the sales department with information as to the status of
customers’ orders and delivery dates in order to answer customers’
inquiries. In addition it provides advance notice of unavoidable delays
in schedules or exceptions to the desired customers’ service thus
helping to maintain company goodwill* Other service performed by the
production department consists of arranging for special services where
this will add to prestige and notifying the sales department when
costly demands are being made on production facilities or when such
demands would interfere with service to other customers*
One of the great difficulties encountered by the silver
industry in the period following World War II has been the fact that

the demand for goods has exceeded the capacity of supply and has
resulted in a great many delays of filling orders. The ability of
manufacturers to notify customers of expected deliveries and adhering
to these delivery dates has been of paramount importance and has
created goodwill for the manufacturers in the silver industry able to
do so. The failure in many cases of proper scheduling of orders,
adhering to delivery dates and maintaining normal stocks when possible
has resulted in loss of business and with the return of business to a
buyer's market the possibility of recapturing this business becomes a
difficulty which could have been avoided.
2. Demands by Sales Department
In the scheduling of production the production department nust
also take into consideration the special demands that the sales
department will make from time to time for special items for special
customers. Such demands would include those items that have been dis-
continued, inactive or made to order and because the sales department
wishes to please an excellent account must be manufactured. It is to
be noted that work of this type is of a profitable nature.
In addition, style changes, a falling off in sales or
decisions by the sales department to add to the present lines to meet
competition would require of the production department new demands for
production that must be obtained in order to maintain the manufacturers
competitive standing in the market.
.
-
' •
In the silver industry there is also an ever ending problem
for the production department of the introduction of new goods and
during the course of a year a great many changes are made particularly
in the hollowware lines. Close coordination between sales and pro-
duction must be maintained in order to ascertain when new goods can be
placed for manufacturing in the factory and production schedules
adjusted so that the demands of the sales department for new merchandise
can be satisfied and delivery dates of these items can be obtained for
the trade.
In order to maintain this necessary coordination one manu-
facturer in the silver industry holds weekly meetings on new goods to
be made and on discussions of a particular nature pertaining to the
sales or production of its products. A separate line, such as sterling
flatware, is taken one week, sterling hollowware the next and so on
until each product has been discussed by sales, production, purchasing,
management and all interested parties. In this manner difficulties
are brought out in the open, future plans are presented, adjustments
made and a common understanding is obtained by all interested parties.

CHAPTER III
Production Planning
A. MATERIAL
1. Kind and Grade
In the silver industry the basic types of metals principally
used are sterling, nickel silver and white metal. They are the basic
elements in the flow of work. The metal comes in, is processed and
goes out as finished goods. Responsibility for the kind and grade is
that of the engineering or designing department through their designs,
drawings and specifications of the various products manufactured.
To determine the material needed in the silver industry for
a product or style it is necessary to analyze its ultimate or component
parts. By doing this it can be determined, first, what parts are to
be made and how many of each go into one unit of a finished product,
and second, what material and how much enters into the manufacture of
each part.
The amount of material or metal required for each product can
be calculated from the dimensions of the item being manufactured as can
the kind and grade. As a basis for determining these factors in the
silver industry samples or models are used and by calculating the metal
used and proportion of scrap involved an estimate of the total metal
required in terms of length, width and thickness can be obtained.

One manufacturer in the silver industry as a basis in
arriving at the kind and grade has a sample made first from a drawing,
using material recommended by the designing department or that of a
like nature at present being manufactured and for which there has been
consumer acceptance. This sample is then submitted to a new goods
committee consisting of representatives of all phases of management.
Its weight, guage and its acceptance by the trade in various types of
metal is discussed in detail and if changes in style or construction
are recommended the sample is changed and resubmitted at a later date
and then either approved or rejected.
FIGURE 1 ASSEMBLY MATERIAL LIST
Y/hen the sample is made and approved a record as shown in
Figure 1 is kept of the material used in making it. This list shows
all of the parts, materials, and the kind and grade necessary to make
one piece. YThen manufacturing orders are received to make this

particular item all that is necessary is to look at the assembly
material list to determine the kind and grade of metal used in making
it* Records of this nature are used on all items being manufactured
in the silver industry*
2* Quantity
The quantity of the various types of metal used by silver
manufacturers is handled generally by two methods. The first is buying
material in accordance with the requirements of the sales forecasts*
The second is buying material for stock in anticipation of later
usage and replenishing the stock when it reaches a predetermined
minimum* This second method is generally known as the maximum and
minimum method of inventory control*
Most manufacturers have discarded the method of buying for
stock and controlling it by means of maximum and minimum inventory
control in favor of control by requirements, that is, for production
needs based on the sales forecast* By this means it is possible to
provide a flow of material into process without holding excessive amounts
on hand. This is particularly true in the case of sterling metal where
the price per ounce may vary from day to day. During the year 1948
sterling silver varied from 70/ per ounce to 77 3/4/ per ounce while
nickel silver varied only four times during the year and only a few
pennies from the average price of 62/ per pound.
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To determine the quantity of metal needed it is necessary to
break down the sales forecast into the production requirements of the
various classes of products and items in these products* From this is
determined how much must be produced to meet the forecast and then the
requirements determined in terms of metal for these items*
One manufacturer has simplified this procedure of determining
the quantity needed as shown in Figure 2 by a card system whereby the
number of ounces, size of strip, and other information is always
available and can be easily calculated* In Figure 2 we have shown the
requirements for teaspoons and from the information given on this form
the metal needed can be determined by multiplying the weekly requirements
by the metal requirements. In this case if we had an order for 1200
teaspoons the number of ounces required would be 3,158. This is
obtained by dividing the number of pieces per foot into that required,
converting into inches, squaring by miltiplying this figure by the
blank size of 4 3/4 in. and then multiplying by the weight per square
inch which is *876*
The determination of the number of ounces and size of strip
to be ordered is very important as any miscalculations can result in ex-
cessive scrap and waste, increased inventory, or shortages in manu-
facturing orders, anyone of which has a very decided effect on profits.
For the reasons enumerated the necessity for a definite system of control
in determining metal requirements is a necessity and of primary
importance to all manufacturers in the silver industry*

FIGURE 2 METAL CARD USED IN DETERMINING qjANTITY
It is also the responsibility of the planning department in
determining these metal or material requirements to take into con-
sideration the number of days necessary for delivery of the material
and to work backwards from the date of completion when the finished
unite mist be completed to the date when ihaterial must be shipped from
the supplier to the manufacturer,
3, Availability
With the exception of white metal which contains tin and
whose use is restricted by the government there has not been any great
difficulty on deliveries of metals during 1948. However delivery dates
have advanced considerably from what they were prior to the war but

this can be contributed mostly to increased demand. In 1940 delivery
of sterling flatware metal on manufacturers’ specifications could be
made from 1 week to 10 days while at present it is from three to four
weeks.
It should be pointed out that with the exception of one of
the larger manufacturers all manufacturers in the silver industry
purchase their metal requirements from various concerns such as Handy
and Harman and American Platinum which supply the metal in the various
guages, sizes, and blanks that is required and ordered by these
manufacturers.
On the standard widths and lengths the average delivery
date for hollowware metal averages two to three weeks and sterling
flatware three to four weeks. Nickel Silver requirements average
about six weeks. Sizes and guages above standard averages takes
eight weeks and special rush orders will be filled with reservation
within a week.
During the year of 1948 it is estimated by Handy and Harman
that 110,000,000 ounces of silver was used in all industries and two-
thirds of this total was used in silverware. Industrial demand even
at the present high levels it is not felt will absorb all supplies
offered.
Additional government restrictions on metals will however

effect this picture considerably and is a possibility under a re-
armament program. With the absence of restrictions and a general
falling off in prices it can be expected that demand for silver by
manufacturers in the silver industry will decrease and if the present
price of silver is not supported we will find additional metal
available and at lower prices.
B. METHOD OF MA.MJ FACTHR. IMG
1. Sequence of Operations
After it has been determined what material is to be used in
the manufacturing of the item, the kind, and grade and quantity, it be-
comes necessary to determine the sequence of operations. This phase
of planning and operation study is a technical process and necessary
that the person entrusted with this job be one of experience and
familiar with the production problems of the class of work being done
whether it be sterling or nickel silver.
By means of an operation study whether it be a sample of a
new item or one presently being manufactured, the information desired
is, 1) the method of making the part, 2) the definite process that is
to be used, 3) tools and dies required, and 4) the fixed sequence for
successive operations on the part or product.
In the process of a particular item such as a meat dish, all

of the processes must take place for technical reasons in a given order
or sequence* If this meat dish is mounted it is necessary that this
mount be cast and the flow of sequence is for this casting to be molded
before it can run, cooled before it can be mounted, and mounted
before it can be polished*
Before a product is manufactured in the silver industry the
sequence of operations mast be determined in order that the operations
on that product will be performed in the best possible manner, as the
operations have a great effect upon the time and cost of the product*
Once this has been determined it should be set down in writing and be
used as a basis for all future orders being manufactured* Figure 3
shows one form used and the various operations necessary and the
sequence that mast be performed on a teaspoon from the time it is
received as a metal strip until it is ready to be polished. In
addition the sequence of operations should also be analyzed continually
for improvements and additional savings in the manufacturing time and
cost*
One other factor that enters into the sequence of operations
and which has not been previously mentioned is layout. In some plants
it was found that operations were scheduled to machine positions and
departments to avoid unnecessary transportation of work in process.
Such a situation from observation cannot be avoided as a great many
companies have buildings which are over 50 years old and not closely
situated. However, wherever possible the layout should be maintained
.
ARTICLE Teaspoons, H.
OPERATION LIST
DIE NO. ST 5369 TOOL SO 5417A
STYLE Bur gundy
QUANTITY 1,200 pcs.
DEPT . Stamp Room
REMARKS
-356B
OPERATION TIME PRICE OPERATION TIME PRICE
Blank Anneal Chain
Degrease Pack .033
Pack .019 Bowl 1st Blow .399
X Roll .065 Form Cold .230 36
Anneal Chain Anneal
Pickle .03 Pickle .03
Pack
.019 Dip
G. Roll Break .39 Scratch Brush .183
Pack .019 Pack
G. Roll Finish .18 Stamp 2nd Blow .322 36
Cut .039 Clip Handle .118 06
Pickle .016 Clip Bowl .127 06
Degrease Stamp Letter .127
FIGURE 3 OPERATION LIST SHOWING SEQUENCE OF OPERAT IONS

to fit the best sequence of operations which will result in increased
savings of time and money*
2. Design and Tools
Engineering defines the necessary standards for the various
products, parts, processes, materials, and tools used in the silver
industry. Between the design and fabricating of a piece of work there
exists differences of opinion regarding variation. Precision is costly
but necessary in the production of silverware, however every effort
should be made in planning to allow some variation and acceptance of
these variations because of the cost and savings in methods of
manufacturing.
Style may not always be the fundamental factor in a decision
as regards manufacturing a particular item or product. The question of
simplifying the manufacturing process, of using interchangeable parts,
or of reducing price in many cases is the deciding factor.
From the viewpoint of the designer, the production engineer,
the research engineer, and sales, the new design must do for the con-
sumer what he wants done, must be adaptable to production, must be
economical to produce, and must embody up-to-date technical improvements.
It is only after all of these factors have been discussed in detail that
the final approval of a design is made and released for production.

Every effort should be made to impress on those responsible
for design the aims of the company in the approach to the type of
product it wishes to be manufactured, that is, the price range, style,
and items which the company can make and sell within certain price
fields. A great deal of time is wasted in the design. of items which
axe too costly to make and for which sales do no warrant their being
manufactured. A very close coordination should be exercised between
sales, design, and engineering.
To make the design it is necessary that certain tools,
fixtures, and dies be available. It is the responsibility of the
planning department to determine what tools are available when orders
are received to make a particular product, and if the item is not
identical with one presently being manufactured, what tools are
necessary. When this has been determined it is then necessary to
decide whether they will be purchased or made with company facilities.
Through operation analysis the tools, fixtures, dies, and
jigs that are necessary to do the job will be determined and these
tools are and should be scheduled for delivery when needed. They should
also be designed to do the job and do it in the most economical way.
The tools or dies necessary to do an operation on a job should always
be a matter of record and appear on the operation or instruction sheet
as shown in Figure 3.

3* Time Allowances
In addition to the information on sequence of operations it
is necessary that data from time studies and work simplification be
available in order that the schedule for the performance of an operation
can be set and dates assigned for the beginning and completion of
each operation.
No effort is to be made in explaining time study and work
simplification, however by such means data pertaining to standards of
worker and machine performance enable the planning department in the
silver industry to successfully plan each and every operation of a
job particularly in assigning of due dates on all orders.
For each set of motions on the instruction sheet a standard
time is set for their performance, the time expressed is for one piece,
and in each case the time multiplied by the amount on the manufacturing
order to determine the total time for that particular operation or set
of motions. Refer to Figure 3 for an operation list showing the time
allowances were applicable for various sets of motions.
In determining the time allowances that are necessary on
operations it is to be remembered that the obtaining of such information
is highly technical, and should be left to trained technicians in the
field as the smallest difference in time, where there are very large
runs, will have quite an effect on the total cost of doing the job.

C. MACHINERY and eqj ifment
1. Capacity
Not/ that we have analyzed the information as to material
and methods of manufacture in the silver industry it is necessary to
acquire information as to the capacity of the machines to operate on
the material. The production which will be received consists of
operations by machines on materials and information as to capacity
mast be obtained through machine analysis.
The first step in considering capacity is to determine how
long will a particular machine, such as polishing lathe, take to per-
form its operation on a piece of material. This information can be
obtained by actual experiment and trial or by records of past
performance*
It must be remembered however that the speed of operation
varies according to the nature of the material and finish or accuracy
desired. When polishing IQrfo nickel silver hollowware it is a great
deal easier than 18?£ nickel silver hollowware and that sterling
requires less time than both of them. The type of piece being polished
varies in time required and reflects on capacity. An example of this
is that a bon bon dish 6 in. in diameter can be easily handled to be
polished, however a waiter 22 in. long and 12 in. wide is awkward to
handle and requires additional time in polishing*
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Another factor to be considered is the time required to set-
up the job* This factor varies considerably with the nature of the
job being done* Through experiment the proper time for this factor can
be determined and made a matter of record for future jobs.
Machine analysis in the silver industry has as its objectives
the finding out of the maximum capacity of each process and from this
the capacity of the plant in terms of dozens or pieces of hollowware
or flatware* In order to determine this capacity, therefore, the time
taken by a job on a machine is determined both as to set-up and operation
time in relation to the material being used and the type of products.
From this information is obtained the period during which the machines
will be occupied and the various points where insufficient capacity
exists or an excess of machine capacity is available.
2. Loading
By loading is meant machine loading where the quantity of
work to be manufactured in the silver industry by class of product is
assigned to each machine in the various processes of its fabrication.
Machine loading is a means of controlling the machines to keep them
continuously at work and to assign dates for processing each unit of an
order so that production of the article will be completed in the
shortest time possible.

Through analysis of machine capacity is determined what
each machine is capable of doing in terms of dozens or pieces and by
dividing this capacity by the number of pieces or dozens of a
manufacturing order the time required to do the job on a machine and
the load on that machine is determined. For example, if the capacity
of a blanking machine to be used in blanking teaspoons from a strip of
metal is 2000 pieces an hour and an order for 3000 pieces is scheduled
to be blanked, it is very easily figured that the load assigned to this
machine is lg hours. Any additional jobs assigned to this machine
must take into consideration the load already assigned. An example of
one form is shown in Figure 4.
Machine loading in the silver industry enables the planning
department to determine when an overload exists resulting in the
necessity of working overtime or rerouting the work to other machines.
It also points out underloads which might be poor planning or
insufficient wcrk and enables the planner to reroute jobs to these
machines which are overloaded and creating bottlenecks.
In addition, manufacturing orders can only be scheduled in-
telligently in accordance viith due dates, when the machine capacity is
known and that items manufactured are being assigned to machine capacity
in accordance with the production schedule. This information, the manu-
facturing time of each order, and the ability to meet scheduled dates is
always available on all orders and accomplished by manufacturers through
the system of machine loading.

MACHINE Blanker #2
WEEK ENDING 2/19/49
HRS
. 40
BALANCE
ORDER NO. ITEM TIME OF LOAD
258642 Burgundy la hrs. 38i
Teaspoons
258643 Francis 2 hrs. 36i i
Teaspoons
259751 Georgian Rose 2g- hrs. 34
i
^
Dessert Forks
FIGURE 4 MACHINE LOADING 'WEEKLY SCHEDULE
It is also advisable not to schedule machine loading to any
extreme of compactness but to space successive operations on orders to
form a cushion -which can absorb slight delays without disturbing
schedules.
The method used to keep track of machine loading is a matter
of choice and the one decided upon should be the one most applicable
and economical. It may be a ledger or graphic in nature however all
systems should be investigated before applying a particular type.

Gantt Ctetrts and control boards are used extensively for
machine loading in the silver industry and their principles are
explained in detail in Chapter V.
D. C OWC DJ SION
In discussing planning in the silver industry there has been
discussed those aspects which are of great importance in operating the
industry in an efficient manner. Planning however must be adapted to
the production conditions in each plant under which it is to be applied.
Very wide differences have been found between the method of planning in
one company and that in another. This can be accounted for in some
respects due to the size of the manufacturer but in many cases it has
been *that information which is so essential to planning the production
is not a matter of record and there was a dependence upon the memory
of certain individuals for decisions and methods of procedure. There
is not too great a variance in the activities as carried on but there
is a great deal of uncertainty in procedure and reliance more upon a
mental system than upon records and controls such as have been set
forth in this chapter.
Planning as we have discussed it in the silver Industry has
concerned itself chiefly with the materials, facilities, methods to be
used and the specifications necessary to perform the various jobs and
how plans are placed in execution in the manufacturing plant. All of
these procedures should be a matter of record and adhered to when

"the one test way" has been determined for manufacturing the various
products of the industry*

CHAPTER re-
production Control
A. MANU FACTURING ORDERS
1. Basis for Ordering
The manufacturing order in the silver industry is the
authority given to produce or manufacture a particular product* An
illustration of one type of manufacturing order is shown in Figure 5*
For every product or style manufactured an order is entered and the
product when manufactured is charged for cost purposes to the
manufacturing order number shown on the order.
CUSTOMER
MANU FACTUR ING ORDER
DATE 3/3/49
ORDER NO.
REQ. NO. S-2359
MFG.
ORDER NO. <3JAN
.
ARTICLE
DEL. \
DATE STYLE
30,218 2400 Teaspoons,H.
FINISH
Bright
Burgundy
FIGURE 5 SAMPLE OF MANU FACTUR ING ORDER

The amount to be ordered in some companies is based on the
sales forecast which has been broken down into the various classes of
products and the items to be made in each class* Those using fore-
casts in the silver industry work on forecasts made from 3 to 6 months
in advance* Other companies use the maximum-minimum method of
determining what orders are to be entered and for what items. In all
companies however a combination of both methods is used to some extent
If the maximum and minimum method of inventory control is
used then the amount to be ordered is determined by the ordering
quantity when the minimum stock is reached. An example of one type
of system used is the Kardex system where a stock card is maintained
for every item made as shown in Figure 6*
In the column marked balance the status of the stock is
shown daily following deductions of sales and shipments to branch
offices and additions of production received and goods returned or
credits* In the bottom right hand corner is a space for the minimum
and ordering quantity, the maximum stock being the minimum plus the
ordering quantity*
When the figure in the stock or balance column falls below
the figure shown as the minimum then a manufacturing order must be
entered for the item to be made. If, however, there has been an order
entered previously then the amount on order plus the stock is the
basis for determining if the stock is below the minimum. For purposes
.
..
•; •-
41 ,
FIGURE
6
STOCK
CARD

42
FIGURE
7
ON
ORDER
AND
DUE
CARD

of knowing at all times vhat is on order a form as shown in Figure 7
is filed opposite the form shown in Figure 6.
V/hen the manufacturing orders entered in the plant are based
strictly on the sales forecast then the ordering function is not as
automatic as in the maximum and minimum system.
In determining how much to order it is necessary to break the
sales forecast down into its component part. For example, if the total
sales for sterling flatware for the first quarter was estimated to be
2000 doz. per week it is necessary to determine what part of this is to
be sold in each pattern being manufactured. From past performance and
estimated sales it is felt that 32.5% of this amount will be in the
Francis 1st pattern which is 650 dozen. This figure is then broken
down into the estimated amount to be sold in each item made in that
pattern, such as teaspoons 21.5^, luncheon forks IQffo, butter spreaders
and etc.
Once the forecast has been converted into the amount to be
sold in each item then the amount to be ordered is easily determined.
If the amount to be produced for one month must be ordered in advance
for the production schedule then to determine the amount of teaspoons
to be ordered, then 21.5$ of the 2600 dozen or 650 dozen per week which
will be made in Francis 1st must be made in teaspoons. This will give
us 6,700 pieces of teaspoons and if one month stock is to be carried in
inventory and the inventory on February 1, 1949, was 2,800 pieces then

the amount of teaspoons to be ordered during February would be
10,600 pieces as shown in Figure 8.
It is to be pointed out that not all of these teaspoons would
he ordered at one time as where flatware is sold in sets there must be
maintained a production of all tine items equally divided during the
four weeks in the month. It is only necessary that percentage changes
be reviewed quarterly and necessary stock adjustments in relationship
to forecasts be made.
FORECAST
ITEM Teaspoons PATTERN Francis 1st
PERIOD 2/l to 2/28 % RELATIONSHIP 21.5^
STOCK
2/1/49 FORECAST INV.
TO BE
ORDERED
AMT.
ORDERED
BAL. TO BE
ORDERED
2800 6700 6700 10,600
FIGURE 8 FORECAST SHEET USED IN DETERMINING TEAT TO ORDER
The two methods explained are those most commonly used.
However, with the change in demand presently being felt by all
manufacturers and curtailment of inventories it is felt that the
ordering to meet production schedules based on forecasts is the better
of the two methods

2. Responsibility
The department and persons responsible for entering the
manufacturing orders should be clearly designated and all orders for
any merchandise whatsoever should be initiated by that department.
Coordination in the entering of manufacturing orders in a
great many cases was found to be lacking. Various departments such as
sales would enter orders, planning would enter orders, and in some
cases control initiated them. There was information which all
departments had if coordinated would have permitted those companies in
doing a better job of controlling their inventory through control of
their manufacturing orders. In some cases the person responsible for
doing the ordering was doing the best job possible but information as
to forecasts, production schedules, and other pertinent information was
not made available to him.
The first responsibility in the entering of manufacturing
orders is that of management as is true in any phase of industry. A
definite system must be devised and the necessary information must
flow into the system to enable it to function properly. The ordering
should be centralized in accordance with the system best adapted to the
demands of the particular company whether it be in the sales, planning
or some other department.

When the planning department is held responsible for
entering the manufacturing orders it is believed that it is located in
a department "which has all "the information necessary for systematic
ordering and scheduling that "will enable it to do the best job possible.
B. MATERIAL
1. Purchasing
The function of the purchasing department not only in the
silver industry but in any industry is to procure needed materials,
supplies, machines, tools, and services required for the operation of
the plant.
Purchasing is closely connected to production control in that
they are dependent upon one another for the successful completion of
certain functions, such as planning to buy and buying. Production
control in this respect must supply information to purchasing by item
or class of material regarding the amount to be used in manufacturing
a certain product and furnish definite authorization for commitments.
In return, purchasing is responsible for deciding f*om -whom to buy,
when to buy, how to buy, the price to be paid, and the delivery of the
material when needed.
In respect to purchasing management should designate those
authorized to submit requisitions for purchases of various classes of

materials and methods of submission in order that goods will not be
ordered promiscuously, that duplication of orders be avoided, and that
all purchases be made through the purchasing department.
No attempt will be made to describe the controls exercised by
the purchasing and the methods used, however it is desired to impress
upon manufacturers the necessity for such a system and the close
cooperation needed between production control and purchasing in
determining the factors mentioned and in addition the stocks to be
carried, advance purchases, and minimum ordering quantities.
2. Requirements
Requisitions for materials from the production control to
purchasing are based on determined manufacturing schedules and
quantities. The quantities of material ordered are based on what is
necessary to make certain products over a predetermined period of time
based on the sales forecast of the various classes of products.
Purchasing of goods in -the silver industry principally raw
material, such as nickel silver and sterling, is based on future needs
estimated in conjunction with the forecast and scheduled purchasing
vhen purchase requirements over a period of time are given to suppliers
to fill when specified.
In the purchasing of nickel silver requirements there has not
been the tendency during 1948 to be confronted with any great price

changes and vin.ile this metal is ordered by width and guage it can also
be used to manufacture a great many items and its use is not restricted
to any great extent by any particular product. For these reasons most
manufacturers maintain a supply of nickel silver on hand and records are
maintained to show what is available as shown in Figure 9.
TYPE OF METAL
nY s
.
SIDE
T4|“X 16 X 045
LOCATION
E
UNIT WGT.
i
3.26 ea.
ON ORDER STOCK
DATE ORDER NO. ANT. DATE ORDER NO. RECEIVED IN SHIPPED CUT BAL.
FIGURE 9 METAL STOCK CARD
In the case of sterling silver there has been a great deal
of fluctuation in price over the years as shown in Table 2 and although
some speculative purchasing as regards requirements has been done most
manufacturers feel that scheduled purchasing is the best method of
purchasing sterling. In this way good quality can be obtained by
giving suppliers time to produce and arrival of material is better
assured by stating in advance definite material requirements.

AVERAGE SILVER CAPTATIONS
per ounce
1948 74.361/
1947 71.820
1946 80.151
1945 51.928
1944 44.750
1943 44.750
1942 38.333
1941 34.783
1940 34.773
1939 39.082
Table 2
When ordering for requirements suppliers must be given
definite specifications as to the material ‘wanted and in this respect
they c^n be of valuable assistance to the manufacturer in assisting
him in determining the proper quantity to meet company specifications
of various classes of goods.
3. Receiving - Inspection
After the requirements have been determined, the goods pur-
chased and scheduled for shipment when received must be inspected to see
whether items and quantities conform to the amount ordered.

Essentially receiving consists of a number of functions and
•while not all are embodied by every manufacturer they are to be con-
sidered as pant of the receiving functions. These functions are un-
loading and unpacking materials, checking against the purchase order,
delivery to storeroom or to machine location as specified.
In addition to receiving and performed at the same time is
the inspection of material received and a report sent to purchasing.
Inspection is performed in accordance with the specifications of the
material as ordered. The receiving department should receive a copy
of tin e purchase order in order to check and to inspect the incoming
shipments for the quality as specified on the order. One manufacturer
suggested that no copy of the purchase order be sent to the receiving
department so that it would have to count or weigh goods not having
knowledge of -the amount ordered.
4* Stores Records
The method used in the control of materials is the stores
record. The form and information needed on the stores record varies
with the conditions and requirements of each manufacturer. The in-
formation needed however would include: material or component number,
description, location in stores, normal procurement time, ordering point,
normal ordering quantity, and unit of measure.

One type of record is shown in Figure 10. It contains in
addition to the information already enumerated the amount of material
on order, the material on hand, and the material assigned by
manufacturing order number.
NO. or SIZE ARTICLE LOCATION UNIT MAX
MIN
On Order
Date
Order
No. Bal.
Order
No. Quan. Bal.
Deliveries Deliveries
FIGURE 10 STORES RECORD
To make the stores record of real use, no material should be
released from stores without a written authorization or material
requisition. The requisition should show the date on which the material
is to be issued, the quantity of materials desired, its description,
the shop location for delivery, and any additional information necessary
for its proper description.
One manufacturer has divided the method of controlling
material in that all metal requirements, receipts and storage which
comprises of a great amount in the silver industry, was placed under
the responsibility of production control while all other materials were

under a separate stores record connected with the purchasing department,
Under the production control system of control, the metal
requisitions as determined by the planning section are sent to the
control for apportionment or reservation against certain jobs being
scheduled, and then released by control to the manufacturing department
when the job is released. Also this system permits the releasing of
material when required on jobs when necessary to keep production lines
functioning.
C. SCRAP AND WASTE
Scrap and waste in the silver industries is knowi as metal
or material that cannot be used for the purpose originally intended.
Scrap however is that part of the strip or sheet of metal which is
left after parts have been blanked out while waste consists of un-
usable raw material which due to incorrect dimensions or selection of
material leaves excessive left over ends of the strips.
While some items are manufactured by spinning a great many
items and parts are stamped from a sheet or strips of raw material.
The size of these strips as we have explained previously is determined
by the dimensions of the part to be stamped out. In most stamped parts
the scrap is a result of the fact that a narrow margin all around the
piece being made must be provided and it varies in width according to
the size of the part, design of the die and thickness of material.

Waste is encountered principally because of incorrect
dimensions, selection of material or too liberal allowance in the
material required to make the item* In order to maintain a check of
the metal sizes used from the material department in supplying
requisitions one method of control is shown in Figure 11. The top
part of the form comprises the requisition and the bottom part what
size and guage metal was supplied and other information to give the
cost department a basis for checking excessive uses and what is used.
A definite system of control mast be instituted to control
scrap and waste in the silver industry because of the high cost of raw
materials and the low costs received for scrap in comparison of what
was originally paid for the metal.
It is necessary to grade and classify the scrap and waste
however a minimum amount of labor should be involved, and metal bins
should be provided at the machines for different kinds of scraps. In
addition the reason for waste and excessive scrap over and above the
allowed dft> should be investigated to determine how and why. Because
of the value of sterling in the silver industry additional salvage
operations are used and they include sending floor sweepings, polishing
sand, and finished compounds to the refiners for the metal they contain.
In addition items are weighed out of each department to determine
weight losses in each department.

PATTERN DIE*MOULD NO. ORDER NO.
X302 1946 30157
DATE 2/17/49 WANTED
QUANTITY 35
ARTICLE Stg. Sandwich Body Stamping
B 10 12f X 15j X ,028
B 15
B 10
TIME
WEIGHT
REC *D PARTS STOCK DATE
PATTERN DIE*MCULD NO. ORDER NO.
DATE WANTED
qjANTITY SIZE & GUAGE
_____
ARTICLE
SIZE OF METAL USED
GROSS WEIGHT NET WEIGHT
PRICE PER LB.
VALUE
Return stub to Cost Dept.
FIGURE 11 METAL CARD

One means of eliminating a great deal of scrap and waste in
the silver industry is by the selection of raw materials which can be
used for more than one blank, standardization on kinds of raw
materials, and standardization of widths of strips.
D. ROUTING
By routing is meant the determining of the path the work
will flow. This involves in the silver industry the sequence of
operations, the proper tools, selection of the most economical method,
availability of machines, and the economical lot size in which the
product may be routed. The effect of all these decisions is to
determine the shortest and most economical path which each part or
product is to follow from the time it arrives as raw material until
it leaves as a finished product. As a great deal of the necessary
information for routing has already been discussed in detail we will
confine ourselves principally to the preparation of route sheets and
orders and papers controlling the movement of material and the stages
of production and a review of the information necessary in the silver
industry for their preparation as explained in Chapter III.
1. Prerequisites of Routing
a. Method of Work
In determining how a product is to be made in the silver
industry several methods may be possible however each method must be
subjected to analysis which will determine the best method to use for

each operation. Such an analysis takes into account the degree of
quality, equipment available, skill required, tool requirements, and
amount of spoilage or defective work. The method must be decided
upon before goods can be routed.
b. Machine Analysis
As a prerequisite to routing machine analysis is a necessity
beoause unless the capacity of each machine concerned in production
is known there can be no intelligent planning. The time required fcr
an operation is connected with machine capacity so unless the machine
capacity is known then the time required for the operation on the
product cannot be determined. The purpose of machine analysis then
is to give information regarding the capacity of the machine under
various conditions.
c. Sequence of Operations
Information of the way the product is to be made and what
operation follows each succeeding operation must also be a matter of
record prior to the preparation of route sheets. The best series of
operations must be obtained as the sequence of operations arrived at
may have a noticeable effect upon time and cost of production.
d. Time Allowances
The time required for the performance of each operation must
also be known prior to the issuance of route sheets as the time

element enables the planning department to determine when a job is
to be started and when a job should be completed. The method of
determining the time can be obtained by records of past performance
and from estimates, however the best method is time study.
2. Preparation of Route List
The Route List is the means by which and through what
departments an order to make a particular item must be routed in
order that the item will be manufactured in the manner that has been
previously determined. The route sheet deals with specific manu-
facturing orders to make a particular item and on the route sheet the
necessary information for making the particular item ordered on the
manufacturing order is shown as a means of controlling the passage of
the item through the plant.
In the silver industry the route lists as made out are usually
departmental with the operations for each department, whether it be
the stamp room or polishing room, listed separately. In other
industries where one part is being made all of the operations in some
cases are listed on one sheet. No matter what industry and even
between companies in the silver industries the types of forms used
vary however the data usually includes such things as the order number,
number of pieces, the style, department in which work is to be done,
list of operations, rate at which job is to be completed, amount
completed and any other information might be included which would be
considered necessary in a company#
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In one company the form shown in Figure 12 is used as a route
sheet and shows the article, style, quantity, the department, each
operation in the department, and the quantity completed and by what
employee after each operation* In this manner a record is obtained of
the amount completed after each operation and the date completed* A
separate route list is made out for each department, such as the stamp
room, polishing, and grease buffing*
The purpose of the route sheet is to serve as a history of
the progress of the part through its various operations, to register
progress of the item from start to completion, and to check on various
controls and manufacturing procedure. All of these functions are
important and the information is necessary in the successful operation
of any industry and the route sheet is one means of obtaining this
control. The types of route lists vary as does the information con-
tained on them and the decision as to what type and what information is
necessary rests with each individual manufacturer*
In describing what affect the route sheet or list has, it might
be said that it is the green light to the production department to
manufacture the item or product, in the quantity listed, and in the
manner specified without any deviations in procedure unless approval is
received prior to making the change.

ROUTE LIST
ARTICLE Teaspoon ORDER NO. 20635
STYLE Burgundy ORDER ISSUED 12/9/48
QUANTITY 2400 pcs. DEPT. 22
OPERATION—
Brace tip & handle
Roll Hdle.
Roll Edge-Hdle & Bowl
Polish Side- Back of Bowl
Polish Edge- Back of Hdle.
Fan after Polish
DATE QIAN. MAN NO. DATE qUAN. MAN NO. DATE qJAN. MAN NO.
FIGURE 12 ROUTE LIST SHOWING DEPARTMENTAL OPERATIONS
3. Economical Lots
As the great majority of the items in the silver industry are
made up of long runs of identical pieces it is important that each
manufacturer determine what size each manufacturing order in number of
pieces should be ordered at one time. ^In all cases a sufficient number
of pieces must be manufactured at one time to offset the cost of
planning, ordering, tools, moving, and setup but not so many as to incur

avoidable carrying charges on finished products that do not move.
In determining the economical lot it does not mean that this
is the amount that must be ordered on all manufacturing orders, however
it is the point which the various cost of making the order and the
charges on finished goods balance one another. As regards solving the
problem certain information must be available such as yearly production
rate, demand, cost of setup, cost of raw material, cost of finished
item, and labor cost per price. To find the quantity it is determined
by mathematical analysis and there is a number of methods and formulas
which each manufacturer can obtain and apply to their own factory in
obtaining their economical lot in the manufacturing of various items.
Some of the formulas for determining economical lots have been
developed by such authorities as Camp, Raymond, Lehoczky and Norton
each of which will give the necessary results.
E. SCHEDULING
Scheduling comprises of listing the specific items to be
manufactured in relation to when they will be manufactured in order
that the items will be received on time.
It involves the preparation of an over-all or preliminary
schedule which is the coordinating of estimated requirements with
available capacity, and a detailed schedule which deals in terms of
specific manufacturing orders.

Scheduling is an important step in production control and
like the railroads which must schedule their trains to avoid accidents
and delays the manufacturer uust schedule to avoid delays of finished
products and the delivery of items before they are needed.
1. Preliminary Scheduling
In the silver industry most companies manufacture varied types
of products and therefore it becomes necessary to determine before- hand
the quantities of each type of product to be made based on estimated
requirements and to coordinate these requirements with the normal
manufacturing capacity.
To accomplish this master schedules are compiled for each
separate line of product. These schedules show approximately the time
required to fabricate each item and the time required to make a
particular quantity through the various stages of manufacturing. The
purpose for such a schedule is to determine whether the quantity to be
made in relation to the time involved in the proposed schedule is above
or below normal productive capacity.
Preliminary scheduling is not specific but general in nature.
It deals with relative dates but does not include actual dates until
they can be fitted into machine loads and shop schedules. Actual dates
will be assigned when the material is available and capacity is avail-
able for manufacturing the product.

2. Master Schedule
As a means of coordinating what to do, in what quantity and
when to do it the master schedule is the means used. It serves to
allocate the available productive capacities to manufacturing orders
and dealing in terms of classes of products coordinates the quantity to
be made with the time element.
The master schedule may stipulate the finished date for the
product or to be broken down and designate the finished date required
in each department. In addition it stipulates sequence, and calls for
the completion of certain classes of products, by a definite date,
based on as we have previously stated on productive capacities explained
under planning in Chapter III.
In the silver industry master scheduling is of paramount
importance because of the varied items and classes of products made.
It nust be determined for example if the stamp room capacity is 5000
dozens in flatware what amount is to be allocated to sterling flatware,
the amount to hotel flatware, and the amount to commercial flatware.
Scheduling is therefore important as the amount of that capacity based
on estimated demand must be allocated for the various classes of product.
Within each product scheduling is important as purchases today are made
mostly in sterling flatware by place settings which comprise of a
teaspoon, luncheon fork, butter spreader, cream soup spoon, individual
salad fork, and luncheon knife. To have all items in stock but the

teaspoon would bring definite hardships on the company so it is
necessary through scheduling to allocate so much to each pattern and
within each pattern so much to each item made in the pattern. At the
same time when these products are being scheduled for stock there nust
be taken into consideration the economical lot and turn over of the
inventory.
The master schedule should also be so designed that it is
flexible so that it can be changed and adjusted easily as under the
present day hand to mouth purchasing changes will be more numerous
than ever. It is because of changes that the schedule becomes a
necessity in order to control production and plan it more carefully.
3. Arranging Schedules with Due Dates
Fixing the time -when an order must be started in order to be
completed on the due date also requires planning and a schedule to be
adhered to in order to obtain real production control.
In the silver industry the finished product of one machine or
piece of equipment becomes the raw material for the next piece of
equipment, and the work follows a definite route from one machine to the
next. The total volume of material or products that are to be manu-
factured, divided by the quantity of material or products that can be
produced in a department in a working day or week, determines the number
of working days that will be required for the production of a manu-
facturing order or quantity of a particular class of goods. To this

figure must be added the number of days required for purchase and
delivery of raw material and with this information the necessary data
is available to base a schedule according to schedule dates.
An example of this is in the manufacturing of sterling flat-
ware at 3000 dozen a week it has been determined by one manufacturer as
a result of a study of production rates and capacities that it will
take 2 weeks in the stamp room, one week in polishing, and one week in
finishing for most items, however some pieces such as serving pieces
which require additional manufacturing require 3 weeks in the stamp
room and li=r weeks in polishing. In addition to manufacturing time it
will require 4 weeks to order the metal before it is received and
available for the first operation. In other words for most items it is
necessary to figure on eight weeks in scheduling and on serving pieces
weeks.
In Figure 13 an example is shown of one type of form used in
scheduling of items to be manufactured and this form is used to schedule
items in all departments*
4. Scheduling of Parts
It has been found that a great deal of difficulty in a great
many companies in the silver industry is in the scheduling of parts.
This difficulty does not arrive in the making of flatware but in
hollowware where more than one part is necessary to complete the
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finished product. As an example in the making of a coffee pot,
depending on the style being made, to complete the final assembly it
is necessary to have the body, handles, spout, cover, and feet. In
many cases items taking only a short time to manufacture are available
long before the items taking the longest to manufacture. A method
under these circumstances must be instituted in scheduling each
operation so that all parts will be completed at approximately the same
time. The means of doing this is in determining the relative manu-
facturing times of the various parts and scheduling them accordingly.
If they have different times then they should not be started together
as shown in Figure 14 under the wrong method but should be scheduled
in accordance with the rigjit method as shown in the same chart.
RIGHT THRONG
FIGURE 14 METHODS OF SCHEDULING PARTS
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When the parts are scheduled properly then it does not be-
come necessary to have finished parts waiting for assembly and subject
to damage or is it necessary to buy raw material until the operations
are scheduled to begin*
F. DISPATCHING
The means used in putting planning into effect and obtaining
additional control is dispatching. It consists in giving out at the
dispatch stations located generally in each department the work orders,
labor cards, issuing jobs and other control forms so that the items
being manufactured will follow routes and schedules previously
determined* In addition the dispatch section is responsible for
keeping production flowing smoothly through the plant once it is
started and when work gets behind on an order to give it special
attention in finding the cause of the delay and correcting the situation*
In discussing the element of dispatching in the silver
industry an approach will be made through the means used to accomplish
its purpose* Not all manufacturers have a working system and in some
cases the foreman is the dispatcher, however to accomplish production
control it is felt that a system of dispatching is necessary although
the means used will vary from manufacturer to manufacturer.
1. Work or Job Orders
In order that all the information necessary concerning the
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item being manufactured, such as the material, the manufacturing order
number, quantity to produce, and the time allowed for completion of the
job will be known by the workman, a work order is given to him with this
information at the time the job is given out. For the information of
the dispatch clerk the work order should also have information available
pertaining to the starting date, on what machine or department the job
is being done, and the completion date, together with the name or
number of the person to whom the work is assigned*
The work or job orders should be made up in advance from the
route sheets or at the same time. In the silver industry vdiere an
operation such as polishing is performed by a group of machines rather
than assignment of g. job to a particular machine the assignment is not
done until the job is released.
On the release of the order to the workman the work or job
order should be time-stamped and when the job is completed the job order
is again stamped and a new job handed out. The form in Figure 15 is a
job order tabulating card used by one industry for costing, payroll, and
other purposes. The time in and out on each job is printed on the
reverse side
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The dispatch clerk mast issue the work orders and assignment
to machines in accordance with- the schedule and according to importance
or precedence and to this extent he is responsible for seeing that work
coming fi*om a previous process arrives on the scheduled time, "When
work falls behind schedule necessary steps must be taken to bring it
back into line. It should be given precedence over other work and
pressure should be kept upon it until it is on schedule.
As regards material to be worked on or material finished by
an employee it is advisable not to have him move material to or fi*om
his workplace. This work should be done by people delegated for this
purpose. Information on work to be moved is given by means of a move

ticket or order which carries information pertaining to the location
of the material to be moved, its destination, and any other information
which will identify the material to be moved. An example of a move
ticket is shown in Figure 16.
ORDER NO.
MOVE ORDER QUANT.
Name of Part STYLE
Move the material on this order from
DEPT. TO DEPT.
Moved by Date
Rec’d. by Date
WGT . BEFORE
WGT. AFTER
Mfg. Order Route Sheet
FIGURE 16 MOVE ORDER
2* Location of Dispatch Stations
Most manufacturers provide a dispatching station for each
department otherwise too much time would be spent in walking to and
from a central dispatching station when changing jobs. Some

difficulties are confronted because of this subdivision and the time
involved in conveying information on completed orders to the planning
department however direct messenger can be used but in any case the
most practicable overall plan is one station for each department*
3* Controls
In the assignment of work control must be exercised so that
a shortage or approaching shortage of work for each machine will be
known at all times. The principle means used in controlling this is
by a dispatching board or dispatching rack. The type of rack or board
varies however the principle does not. A space is provided for each
machine and divided into three compartments, the first compartment shoves
the job in process, the second, the next job in sequence, and the third,
several jobs ahead.
A glance at the rack for one machine under this method of
control will show visibly at a glance whether all machines are actually
engaged on jobs, if any machine does not have a next job, and if each
machine has a supply of work after the next job has been completed.
G. PRODUCT ION STANDARDS
1. Quality
One of the greatest requirements of the finished product in

the silver industry is quality. Its characteristics are such that
defects such as finish, appearance, condition or material faults are
clearly visible and as a result it becomes necessary to have the best
possible quality in order to establish buyer’s confidence in the product.
One manufacturer felt that although a great deal of emphasis was placed
in quality that the demand for the finished product by retailers .was a
result of its reputation of quality and the money it spent in attaining
quality offset the money spent by other manufacturers for advertising
but who fell short in many cases in their quality*
In order to justify buyer’s confidence the nickel silver
manufacturer must fully and reliably inspect all products in order to
screen out all items not meeting the production standards as developed
in terms of weight, physical characteristics, and finish* In addition
quality control should be exercised at the source of which the quality
varies, that is, at the machine or process and controlled so that few,
if any, products will fail to meet their respective standards*
Quality controls embodies a number of types of control
pertaining to material, process performance at various stages, and final
product quality. This control should be centralized either under a
separate quality control department or the production control
department* "Whatever department is responsible for the job of con-
trolling quality it should have the authority to do their job and be
independent of sales, manufacturing, and inspection*
.
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The benefits of quality control are many and with the return
to greater competition and a buyer’s market quality will play an
important part in the product of all manufacturers.
2. Inspection
Every company has its own peculiar problems pertaining to
inspection of its products. It includes in general inspecting of the
finished product, inspecting the product at various stages, and main-
taining satisfactory working conditions.
It is the responsibility of inspection not to make the goods
but to pass on them and to check on the quality for which the factory
is responsible. As previously stated quality is of paramount im-
portance in the silver industry and once the standards have been
established a method of inspection must be organized to check these
standards. An inspection report used by one concern is shown in
Figure 17. This report is made in duplicate and one copy is sent to
the superintendent and one to the production department. Inspection of
product is essential to the attainment of standardization and uniformity
and an aid in reducing manufacturing costs, eliminating scrap losses,
and as a result of all these factors contributing to profit.
In organizing the type of inspection and the organization it
has been found that it varies considerably. All companies however in
the silver industry generally employ 100^ inspection. In some cases it



is under production control and also as a separate department re-
sponsible to the works manager* In some lines such as sterling only
one inspection is made prior to the final inspection and that is after
stamping. In other lines inspections are made after polishing such as
in plated ware where a product should be inspected before plating to
eliminate the need for replating if repairs are necessary* It is agreed
by all manufacturers that workers should be made conscious by sampling
the products in process to assure that standards are being maintained.
In sterling items where the finished product is made to conform to a
finished weight or standard a weight inspection has to be made after
each departmental operation as shown in Figure 18*
WEIGHER’S INSPECTION REPORT
DEPT . DATE
RECEIVED SENT OUT
ORDER
NO.
ITEM TffilGEHT ORDER
NO.
PIECES . ITEM ACTUAL
FINISHED WGT.
FIGURE 18 INSPECTION REPORT FOR WEIGHT
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There should be teamwork between inspectors and those in
whom* they axe in contact with in controlling the quality standard in
relation to the work in process and the finished product so as to
obtain a product which in this period the consumer or buyer who is
once again becoming price conscious in relation to quality will accept.
H. COST ANALYSIS
If the silver manufacturer was making only one product the
unit cost could be determined easily, however as it involves not only
many different sizes, kinds, and styles of one product but also
different lines of products it is confronted. with a complex problem of
determining not only the selling price of the product but to ascertain
the cost of the items being made in order to eliminate waste and make
expenditures more effective. This is accomplished through cost analysis
which is a subject in itself but which every manufacturer must have in
order to be successful and to exercise control in the fabricating of
his products.
Cost systems vary and no attempt will be made to explain the
various types however all of them give to the manufacturer the information
he needs in order to exercise control, namely, the economy and efficiency
of work
,
investments in inventories, scrap and defective work, in-
efficient use of existing equipment and requirements for additional
equipment, and controlling overhead expenses. The cost records will

point out what action is necessary and management in making a
decision should base his action on the facts of cost analysis.
The cost department receives its information on costs
through production control and administrative forms such as time
tickets, material and supply requisitions, reports on waste, and
expenses incurred for any purpose.
From the information it receives the cost department must
analyze them in order to determine, in addition to what has already
been mentioned, the cost elements entering into the cost of the finished
product, overhead and expense of each department, causes for not
operating within controlling accounts, and this is of extreme importance
in the silver industry, inventories of raw materials and finished goods,
and compilation of payrolls, reports and statements.

CHAPTER V
Production Control Systems
A. SYSTEMS IN USE
1.
Production Control Boards
This type of system is used by a number of manufacturers in
the silver industry to control various phases of manufacturing, such
as purchasing, materials, inventory control, tools, machine loading, and
production. It has many advantages such as:
1. Pictures at all times where the
manufacturing orders stand.
2. Calls instantly for action on
every manufacturing order
falling behind schedule.
3. Increases teamwork by showing
daily the exact performance of
all departments concerned.
4. The position of every manu-
facturing order is earmarked
until completed.
5. Shows unavoidable delays
immediately and warns of
bottlenecks.
6. Prevents delays due to
misplacing, misfiling,
overlooking, or losing
orders in the organization.
One type of control board is the Produc-Trol which is being
used quite extensively and a cross section of which is shown in
Figure 19. On the left hand side of this board is a pocket panel in
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which are inserted record cards as shown in Figure 20 and which have
a visible identification line, while the right hand side of the board
is divided into a series of peg holes for visible charting. Across
the top of the peg board section a heading strip is inserted for listing
such divisions of time, quantity, date, or departmental divisions as
may be required. Each card in the visible index panel has a line on the
peg board section consisting of two peg holes. The top line is used to
indicate schedule dates or scheduled operations to be performed while
the lower peg hole is used to record progress against the schedule. By
the use of vertical cords automatic control is maintained as the
relationship between the vertical cord and the pegs indicates at a glance
whether work is behind or ahead of schedule and by how much depending
on the type of heading.
How this type of control is used can best be illustrated by
the use to which it is put by various manufacturers in the silver
industry. One manufacturer used it for a master schedule. The peg
holes horizontally designate time intervals such as days and weeks and
the visible index cards at the left carries all the necessary data
concerning the order that is needed for the particular job. Pegs of
contrasting colors are used to show the various processes of an order
and are inserted in the proper peg holes under the dates which each
operation or step must be completed. Colored pegs are used to indicate
operations on the control board when tools, specifications and blue-
prints must be ready, the date material must be available, date work
must be completed by each department, date of shipment or when goods
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must "be in stock. A current date vertical cord is moved forward daily
or weekly as desired and a check made against each order as the date
string approaches the date by which each step in the production is
wanted. Orders which fall behind schedule or to the left of the date
string are plugged with a red peg so they are readily seen and steps
taken to bring them back on schedule. Reasons for delays are also
noted on the index card.
Another manufacturer uses this type of control to schedule
orders in relation to machines so that there will be a continual flow
of work without delay. Along the left, in the visible index panel,
there is listed the machines in a department and arranged by machine
groups where more than one machine can do the particular job. On the
index card is recorded the name, capacity, working hours per week,
employees who can operate the machine, and the schedule of operations.
In the peg board section each peg hole represents one hour and 8 holes
horizontally denotes a work day and one chart accommodates a four week
period* Each machine is allocated two horizontal rows in the peg board
section and colored pegs are used to identify the scheduled operations
and are plugged along the top row under the starting date and hour
schedule for each job. Other colored pegs are then inserted in the
hour and day hole in the second line or bottom peg holes at the scheduled
time the job should be finished according to the standard hours
allotted to the operation or process. The vertical tape string when a
job is started is moved to the starting peg and moved daily. When a
starting peg is left behind the vertical day string it would immediately

indicate that action was needed. The responsibility in this case for
keeping the control board up to date and issuing the work orders to the
machine or man according to the schedule is the dispatch clerk in the
department.
Numerous other types of control board systems are available
and used to control production in the silver industry and can be
obtained commercially or can be instituted and built by the concern it-
self to fit its own particular needs. In any case the system used
should be investigated thoroughly beforehand so as to be assured that
it will meet the need. Other types of control board systems embodying
some of the same principles and the same results are three pocket racks,
as explained in Chapter III, spring clip panel boards, pictorial boards,
and hook boards,
2. Card Systems
The card system of control is used by all manufacturers in the
silver industry in one form or another and occupies less space, is
easily accessible, condenses information, and is not as expensive to
operate, however, does not give the visual and graphical control and
features of the production control boards.
The regular card system whioh consists of cards in various
sizes and filed vertically, and markers or guides dividing off and
indexing the information, is used for such things as specifications.
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operation list, route lists, machine data, time study data, and other
standard factors to which reference must be made. This type of system
although satisfactory is being eliminated by manufacturers in favor of
a visible index form of record because of time involved to locate in-
formation, removal of cards from files for posting and then refiling,
and danger of losing cards which are not attached by some definite
means.
The visible index system is the most widely used card system
in the silver industry and can be easily adapted to any purpose to which
it is applied. It saves time and space, easy for reference and posting,
safe from loss of cards, durable, and effective for production control
work.
This system consists of vertical overlapping pockets con-
taining cards showing their margins on which indexing notations are
placed. The holders or pockets in which cards are filed are filed flat
and have flexible hinges and when it is desired to consult a card, the
proper card can be located and the cards covering it can be thrown back
to reveal the card wanted. In this way posting can be made directly to
the card without removing it. Any type of card can be provided for the
pocket in order to fit the special needs of any company. Along the
bottom edge of the card special strips can be provided to show any
special information wanted such as delivery dates, style, reorder dates,
or any other important points. The index sections themselves are
covered with a transparent covering so that the cards are kept clean
and do not become damaged.

An example of two forms used in the visible index systems
are shown in Figures 6 and 7. In Figure 6 the card is used for the
posting of sales, credits, quantities manufactured, etc. and shows the
balance in stock which can be compared to the minimum for reordering
purposes. In Figure 7 we have the amount on order, the amount pro-
duced on each order, and the order numbers. These cards are filed
opposite each other and are part of a Kardex visible filing system.
These two cards enables one manufacturer in the silver industry to
post the information with ease, find the information he wants swiftly,
and exercise production control easily.
One other type of card system is the rotary card file which
makes cards containing control information available in an easy manner
and with the least motion. This system comprises of wheels or drums
and the cards containing the information desired are mounted on them,
and which can be rotated to bring up the section in which any card is
located. Hand posting can be done without removing the card or they
can be removed for machine or typewriter posting.
3. Graphs and Charts
Another control method used in the silver industry is charts
and graphs which show plans for production in various products and lines
expressed in terms of kind, quantity and time schedules, and as actual
production takes place to show this on the same chart and make
comparisions. This type of control is more easily interpreted than
statistical data and portrays the information visually. In addition
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causes and effects become immediately noticeable, and responsibility for
results is definitely placed.
One manufacturer in the silver industry has combined both the
visible card system and graphs and charts to obtain an excellent pro-
duction control system. Charts were made for all lines and the schedules
for each line in terms of sales and production forecasts are plotted
and against these forecasts the actual is plotted weekly. In addition
the patterns being made in sterling flatware and other lines are
charted and these charts include such information as sales, production,
and inventory for each month, sales forecast, production forecast,
inventory forecast and against this information the actual is plotted
and the status of each pattern is shown and can be compared for pur-
poses of necessary action. In holloww&re, charts are also made and a
picture of each item arranged alphabetically is placed on a board and
opposite the picture is a card showing the sales for each month, sales
last year, amount in stock at end of each month, and price of item.
This type of control enables the person in looking at the items to know
the items being discussed in relation to other items in the line and
through comparison with all the information available to reach any
decisions that are necessary as regards the various items.
B. OTHER CONTROL SYSTEMS
Although the systems described in this section as applied to
the silver industry were not in use to a great extent by any of the

companies analyzed it is believed that they could be used to supplement
controls now being used and in many cases would be highly beneficial to
the companies in attaining additional production control.
1. Gantt Charts
This type of chart may be used in a variety of ways and
Wallace Clark, in his book "The Gantt Chart", describes the making of
these charts and indicates numerous applications. In his preface he
says j
Collectively the charts show whether
or not equipment is being used at any given
time and, if not, the reason for idleness;
fix responsibility for idleness and are
effective in preventing it; show how the
work of individual employees compares with
a standard of performance and emphasize the
reasons for failure, thus fixing the
responsibility for the removal of those
obstacles; enable the work to be readily
planned so as to make the best possible
use of available equipment and to get work
done when it is wanted*
These charts may show the load of work planned for an entire
plant and give a continuous comparison of performance with schedules
making it extremely easy for executives to forecast future happenings
with considerable accuracy. They make use of the two fundamental
factors in scheduling, dispatching and control, namely, the item under
consideration and the vital element of time, against which all
production is really carried on.

In the Gantt Chart it is customary to list the items in the
left hand column and to use the remainder of the sheet for the time
ruling# The charts themselves can be obtained from printers of forms
or can be drawn up by the user. They generally are printed on
lit? X 17 in# sheets and come punched and slotted at the right hand side
for filing in a post binder#
A sample of a Gantt load chart for hammers in a stamp room
is shown in Figure 21# The chart is based on a 40 hour week. For the
three 2000jf hammers this would give a weekly capacity of 120 hours as
indicated. The light horizontal lines show the amount of work
scheduled in each week. The total work scheduled for each group is
indicated by the heavy line which is a summary of the light lines. A
space marked Z indicates no work scheduled in that work. This example
shows the amount ahead of each hammer and facilitates in keeping the
department busy.
2. Duplicating Systems
Through the use of duplicating equipment a great deal of
writing and clerical work in production control work can be eliminated#
Some companies have saved up to 60fo in labor and 90^ in writing# The
equipment used has been the Ditto system and addressograph plates.
Under the ditto system savings in writing can be made by
preparing a production order master form from the operation list and
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routing of a particular product, and file it by product number. When
the product is to be made, the master which information does not change
readily is used and, through Ditto carbon on a separate superimposed
variable master form, there is written in longhand the information
which does vary with every order such as order number and quantity.
The two masters are then reproduced to give production orders to each
department doing the work, planning department, and dispatcher. Unit
cards are then reproduced, without rewriting for e&ch single operation
plus the data from the head of the master.
The same principles are involved in the addressograph system
where addressograph plates are used to reduce clerical labor and writing,
and assist in avoiding errors in transcribing. In this method the
information is made up on addressograph plates and then when needed
these plates are run off on the necessary forms,
3, Punched Cards
A number of companies such as the International Business
Machine Company, Remington Rand and others have available mechanical
systems for controlling and facilitating production, inventories, and
other elements of plant operation. These systems consist of
comprehensive methods based upon the use of punched cards and card
operated accounting machines for the recording and control of all
production from the master manufacturing budget to the final assembly
of the product.

4. Coiranunication System
In the various production control systems a number of
machines are used to transmit information and to control production.
The teletype is one such machine which will simultaneously type orders
and instructions at several different points, the telautograph is an-
other device for transmitting instructions and is effective in control
work in giving orders and instructions to operating departments, still
another which is gaining in prominence is the pneumatic tube which will
not only convey information and articles but gives prompt and speedy
delivery.
C. COHCHJSION
1. Forms and Systems
The system and forms needed to obtain production control in
the silver industry will vary greatly with the individual case, to the
number, with the design and type, and with the execution and use. It
is necessary therefore that the system and forms needed for production
control be separately and specifically designed and laid out for each
industry.
In selecting any form or system certain basic facts are
necessary which include the information desired, the source of the
information, the route of the information for collection and use, who
will use it and where it will be used, when it must be available, and

the importance of the Information as regards use, promptness, accuracy,
and detail* Once these facts are known the forms and methods can be
selected. Sample forms such as used in the silver industry and shown
in this report may be used as a guide, however the forms and systems
should be especially designed for each case, using past experience and
a knowledge of the basic principles of production control as it has
been the purpose of this report to point out.
In the design of any system and forms certain essentials
must be remembered and among these are that each new form or method
should be simple and prove its value, that forms should be designed so
that they require a minimum of effort to complete, that the forms do
not try to cover too much, that there are no retracing steps and that
movement of the routine is forward, that the methods are understood and
not over the heads of those responsible for its execution and use, and
above all that the use of the information is the one thing of paramount
importance*
2* Results of Control
Although the need for and advantages of production control in
the silver industry have been pointed out as its application has been
explained it is felt that summary of the results that can be secured
from proper production control be given. They are:
1* Reducing the cost of maintaining goods
by reducing inventories.
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Maintaining balanced finished goods
inventories and as a rdsult im-
proving customer service.
Using plant facilities to its
capacity and maintaining normal
work in process inventories.
Increasing material turnover and
reducing the cost of maintaining
material inventories which in the
silver industrjr is very important.
Meeting specific delivery dates to
customers by meeting schedules.
Preventing overproduction.
Maintaining production standards.
Stabilizing production due to
seasonal variation in sales.
Increaing profits by attaining
through production planning and
control the previous advantages.
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